
Kylen McCarthy Bio 

Kylen McCarthy grew up in a small Quaker town in northern Pennsylvania, where 

early food influences played a critical role in his childhood development.  He 

was taught the importance of hunting, fishing, foraging, and preserving by his 

grandfather: these priceless lessons ultimately led to his first internship at 

an intimate French restaurant in an old restored grain mill in Southern 

Pennsylvania. 

In 2003 McCarthy left Pennsylvania for Washington DC and proceeded to spend 

the next 6 years refining his trade, cooking with some of the city’s most 

talented chefs including Jeffrey Buben of Vidalia restaurant and Peter Smith 

formerly of PS7.  Upon leaving the DC fine dining scene in 2007, McCarthy 

found a more fulfilling purpose opening DC’s first sustainable seafood 

restaurant alongside acclaimed chef and National Geographic Fellow, Barton 

Seaver, and friend and mentor, Joshua Whigham.  During this time McCarthy 

began advocating for responsible farming and product sourcing, which would 

lead him to move to the Pacific Northwest two years later. 

In 2009, he landed in Seattle, WA, under the tutelage of Euro-Toque Basque 

chef, Joseba Jimenez de Jimenez, studying the culture and history of Spain.  

McCarthy would go on to spend the next two years with Matthew Dillon and his 

growing empire of hyperlocal restaurants before he ventured off to Japan to 

collaborate with Chef Yuri Nomura of Eatrip Restaurant and Scribe Winery 

producing gallery exhibitions and building Pioneer Square Pantry, a lifestyle 

brand that celebrated makers and artisans through intimate dinner experiences. 

In 2014 McCarthy relocated to New York City to work with Joel Hough, 

developing the pasta program between both Il Buco and their sister restaurant 

Alimentari. In the following two years, McCarthy would cook alongside Chef 

George Mendez of Aldea Restaurant as well as Chef Erik Ramirez of Llama Inn.  

In 2017 McCarthy would leave the restaurant kitchen to pursue a venture into 

the private sector focusing his efforts on event design and consulting.  

McCarthy lives in Brooklyn and continues to develop his consulting company, 

Nero Culinary concepts. 
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http://restaurant-eatrip.com/ 

https://scribewinery.com 

http://www.aldearestaurant.com 

http://www.llamainnnyc.com 

https://neroculinaryconcepts.com 
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